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“We challenge successful Canadian families to take action on
what’s important to drive exceptional outcomes today and through
times of transition.”

Commitment

About Chris

Chris volunteers as a soccer coach and business

Chris and his team provide highly personal

enjoys the occasional golf game.

service and customized banking, borrowing, and
cash flow management solutions for business
owners, professionals, and executives, as well

What sets us apart
Using a holistic approach, Chris collaborates

professional corporations, family trusts, and

with his colleagues in BMO Private Banking to

estates with needs in Canada and the USA.

design integrated solutions to enable clients to help
achieve their personal wealth goals.

experience outside the banking sector, Chris
views clients’ needs from unique perspective,
having often been “in their shoes” when
acquiring real estate, negotiating agreements,
managing cash flow and when building and
running businesses.

Collaboration

mentor to young people, is an avid home-cook, and

as their families, holding companies,

With extensive managerial and operations

Expertise

Chris’s goal is to empower clients with
comprehensive and customized solutions for
complex situations through coordinated and
proactive wealth plans. Chris knows how to
navigate the nuances and complexities of wealth
management so that clients can have the
confidence that their goals are within reach.

BMO Private Banking
We are a dedicated team of highly
disciplined Banking, Investment, Estate
& Trust, Financial Planning, Business
Advisory and Philanthropic specialists.
Planning focused, our solutions are
informed by insight, expertise and a
commitment to help clients realize their
aspirations, at all stages of life.

Experience & background
Chris joined BMO in 2012, and since 2014 has
been helping high net worth clients and their
families work towards their goals by
understanding their unique needs and providing
the personalized services and support to help
them achieve what they desire.

Let’s connect
Chris Alward
Direct: 416-937-5841
chris.alward@bmo.com
linkedin.com/in/chrisalward

bmo.com/privatebanking
We’re here to help.
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